
How to Write a Hook



MYTH:
The best way to hook your reader is to ask a question.



Is this a hook?
Have you ever had avocados?



Not all questions are 
interesting.



Here are some ways 
to hook your reader

… other than asking a question.



Surprise them



Surprise them

Some foods are so good, 
they’re bad.



Surprise them

Pomegranates are like 
grenades.



Surprise them

Pomegranates may be available 
everywhere, but for one poet, they 
always take her back to Kandahar.



Surprise them

We all know that eating gives us 
energy. But so does not eating.



Surprise them

Sometimes being too smart 
can make you blind.



Surprise them

We know that some people abuse drugs, 
but some people abuse perfume, too—

and for the same reasons.



Surprise them

We all hate nightmares—but we 
should be thankful that we have 

them.



Surprise them

You try…



Start with conflict

…



Start with conflict

Justinian was facing open rebellion. 
The citizens had already crowned a 

new emperor. He had to act now.



Start with conflict

Theodora had caught the eye of the 
most powerful man in Constantinople, 
but would he overlook her shady past?



Start with conflict

For a thousand years, Constantinople 
was the jewel of the Christian world. 

But power never lasts forever



Start with conflict

You try…



Philosophize

…



Philosophize

The most powerful things in 
life have the strictest rules.



Philosophize

Food isn’t just food. It is also 
geography. It is also history.



Philosophize

Before we can see the truth, 
we must first humble ourselves.



Philosophize

Drug abuse may seem like an exotic topic to 
some, but the fact is that the logic of 

addiction applies to every aspect of our 
lives.



Philosophize

Interpreting your dreams is a 
way to see into your own future.



Philosophize

You try…



Relate an anecdote



Relate an anecdote

I once saw a movie in which two lovers 
fed each other food. It seemed 

ridiculous to me at the time. I never 
understood the connection between 

food and passion until I read “Avocados” 
by Ester Morgan.



Relate an anecdote

Whenever I cook macaroni 
and cheese, it takes me back 

twenty years to my home 
kitchen in a small Alberta 

farm town.



Relate an anecdote

Cookies are great—obviously. 
So great that I once ate an 
entire bag of them in one 

sitting. After that, I didn’t think 
they were so great anymore. I 

thought they were evil.



Relate an anecdote

Growing up I always had to follow the 
rules. Rules like, you don’t start eating the 

groceries on the way home from the 
grocery store. But when I left home I was 
suddenly in a situation with no more rules 

and one day I found myself eating ice 
cream straight out of the bucket as I 

walked home.



Relate an anecdote

I once woke up from a terrible dream 
where everyone I knew was being terrible 

to me and everything was the worst it 
could be. When I woke up, it was hard to 
shake those negative feelings. But in the 
end I knew that my mind was preparing 
me for the worst, and if that nightmare 

every came true, I would be ready.



Relate an anecdote

You try…



Tempt them



Tempt them

There are few experiences as 
sensual as eating an avocado.



Tempt them

Pomegranates are virtual 
tickets to an exotic foreign 

land.



Tempt them

Want to reach a higher 
spiritual plane? Try fasting.



Tempt them

We can all be Sherlocks. We 
can observe carefully and see 

through the lies that people 
tell. The short story “Barney” 

by Will Stanton shows us how.



Tempt them

If you want your children to grow up with 
a healthy approach to drugs and other 

powerful substances, there is a right way 
to achieve that. And there is another way 

that will blow up in your face.



Tempt them

We can learn a lot about ourselves from 
our dreams. We just need to understand 

the right way to interpret them.



Tempt them

You try…



Some foods are so good, they’re bad. :) :)

The most powerful things in life have the strictest 
rules.

There are few experiences as sensual as eating an 
avocado. :)

Evaluate!
Get the people around you to read your hooks and 
put a smiley face or checkmark on their favorites.


